RETHINK YOUR

WORKPLACE

for a safer future

THINGS HAVE CHANGED

and the workplace must adapt
The COVID-19 crisis has caused a major shift in how we think and work. After
surveying our customers and peers and reviewing multiple trusted studies,
we've learned about growing concerns in workplace safety, personal well-being,
and overall hygiene.
In a recent study published by Thrive Global, more than 5,000 American
employees from more than 1,000 unique companies across all industries,
sectors, and states were asked about current pain points and what they need to
feel empowered moving forward in this crisis.

OVERALL, PEOPLE ARE FEELING ANXIOUS,
HELPLESS, AND UNCERTAIN.

90%

Feel significantly more concerned about their
personal health and well-being

Wish their employer took great action to
address outbreak-related challenges

75%

85%

Say they don’t know much about preventative
measures beyond the basics

Say they won’t be able to focus as much if
they’re working from home

70%

Thrive Global, SAP, Qualtrics (2020). Thriving in the New Normal [PDF file]. Retrieved from https://
content.thriveglobal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Thriving-in-the-New-Normal-March-2020 Thrive-Global.pdf
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“

Nearly 90% of employees feel that employers need
to be doing more than just implementing travel bans
and/or work-from-home policies to properly address
coronavirus-related concerns and challenges.

120 + 72in Benching, for max distancing

SAFER SPACES

for team health and well-being

14 people

Aside from standard preventative measures like hand washing and mouth
covering, it’s important to provide enough space for your team to practice social
distancing and continue to work productively. Creative benching solutions will
still make the most of your square footage while providing each employee with
enough space to work safely.

6ft radius
breath direction
power
wardrobe
division
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RECONFIGURE YOUR SPACE

for safe spacing between employees
If you already have an open-office setup, you can reconfigure and retrofit your
existing workstations to accommodate social distancing and division. Items like
storage solutions, dividers, and return surfaces can provide boundaries between
areas to keep your team safer.

Without Social Distancing
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With Social Distancing

Employees are eager to get back to work, but concerned
about keeping a safe distance from their coworkers.
Adding new items like tall dividers, wing panels, and room dividers creates division
while keeping the space open enough for communication and collaboration.

BEFORE
D

B

A

C

Featured Products
A. 72"-Wide Laminate Surface
B. 30"-High Dry-Erase Frosted Glass Divider
C. 57"-High Acoustic PET Wing Panel
D. 54"-High Acoustic PET Room Divider
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AFTER

Most individuals we surveyed mentioned "division of
workspaces" as a top concern for returning to the office.
High glass dividers allow light to flow and collaboration to happen with a safe barrier
between coworkers. Tall room dividers create safe separation between pods.

BEFORE

B

C

A

Featured Products
A. 120-Degree Laminate Surface
B. 30"-High Dry-Erase Frosted Glass Divider
C. 78"-High Acoustic PET Room Divider
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AFTER

Companies need reasonable solutions for creating
division and safe spacing.
Flexible PET room dividing panels provide a simple but effective way to protect
employees and create a sense of security. Not only do they act as physical barriers, but
they also provide sound-absorbing acoustic benefits to minimize noise and distractions.

E
C
B
D

A

Featured Products
A. 72"-Wide Laminate Surface
B. 55"-High Acoustic PET Wing Panel
C. 30"-High Acoustic PET Divider
D. 30"-High Clear Acrylic Divider
E. 58"–78" Acoustic PET Room Divider
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SPACE DIVISION

Employees are looking for easy-to-clean and
antimicrobial workspaces.
Our vinyl dividers are antimicrobial and easy to wipe down, and highquality laminate worksurfaces are easy to keep clean as well. (Cushion
toppers for storage pedestals are also available in vinyl.)

BEFORE
C

A

B

Featured Products
A. 72"-Wide Laminate Surface
B. Laminate Open-Shelf + Box/File Lateral
Combo Storage
C. 30"-High Vinyl Divider
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AFTER

Flexible spaces may offer the key to comfort and peace.
Mobile furniture that can be moved as needed and easily wiped down can create workspaces
in just about any space. When not in use, they can be folded and nested for easy storage.

E

A

B

C

Featured Products
A. 72"-Wide Laminate Surface
B. Flip and Nest Frame
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C. Modesty Panel
D. Locking Casters
E. Blaze Chair with Cushion Seat and Casters
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MOBILE OPTIONS

Although this is a difficult time filled with
uncertainty, we’re confident in the resilience
of both our team and yours. We’ll come
through this with even stronger relationships.
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